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M  the early days of civ ilization  i t  mm customary to tra in  
a few individuals to look a fte r the welfare of many. future 
position and duties of too individual were well-defined, and the 
responsibility of tbs educator was mainly to supply mental and moral 
discipline and a snail fond of knowledge which would assist In 
asking tbs pupil a suitable future loader of tbs people.
As civilization progressed the need arose for trained 
workers in fie ld s such as medicine* law, teaching* and the ministry. 
In the course of time m greater degree of preparation became 
necessary, resulting in the organization of secondary schools- The 
purpose of the schools wee to prepare the pupil for a pre-selected 
profession* and the duty of the teacher was to expose the student 
to  the requisite formal training* frequently with l i t t l e  regard for 
the individual*s a b ilitie s  or inclinations, the pupils had rela­
tively  uniform backgrounds* objectives, and outlooks upon lif e , 
which made the educational problem somewhat easier than at present#
In the past f if ty  years i t  has become apparent that the 
educational system should include a logical program to assis t the 
pupil in finding h is lim its and p ossib ilities, In making wise
i
choices when dealing with h is personal problems* and in  adapting 
himself satisfacto rily  to social conditions. The formerly
1
2prevalent practice of haphazard guidance %  parents, frionda of the 
family and religious Isadora la  now generally recognized as insuf­
fic ien t assistance to  cope with the complexities of present society.
the pressure of social evolution has forced a new 
emphasis upon guidance, which was fom arly considered a secondary 
function of education. The scope of education has teen broadened, 
and rightly so, to include ©very fie ld  of human ac tiv ity , as may­
be noted from the Dictionary of Education* which defines guidance 
ass
A program aimed a t helping individuals to understand 
and interpret educational, social, vocational, recrea­
tional, civic and health ac tiv itie s  iss which they axe 
now participating and in which they w ill continue to 
participate and which attempts to develop on th is  
foundation those understandings, habits, attitudes, 
in terests, and Ideals that w ill be helpful is  making 
future choices*
Since 1890, the normal Increase in the population, a 
decrease in employment of young people by industry , and m  
increased recognition of social obligation to the general mass of 
people have brought into the schools a large heterogeneous group 
of students* varying widely in  capabilities, in terests, and personal 
problems, As a resu lt, the school organizations have been expanded 
and the currioulums diversified* New types of organization such as 
junior high schools* junior colleges and vocational schools have
^Carter V* deed, Dictionary of Education* JtcOraw Hill* H.f* * 19*3, 
pi m *
3been developed to  offer the pupil preparation for hi a future 
cotivities* Concurrently, the concept of guidance, together with 
the organisation for furnishing guidance, has been developed to  
assis t the student in  selecting the hind of preparation most su it­
able fo r him, and to teach him to make wise choices when he has 
finished h is formal education*
The need fo r guidance has been pressing fo r some time 
and in  becoming more urgent ever? day* The growth of scien tific 
knowledge and I ts  application to industry has created an ever* 
increasing demand fo r highly trained and specialized workers, 
the meohanizetlon of industry has increased the monotony of labor, 
and a t the same time provided the leisure with which to  relieve i t ,  
hut has not necessarily taught the laborer how to use h is  free time* 
The unification of society has increased the dependence of the 
individual upon others, yet has not impressed each man with a sense 
of h is responsibility* the Increase in governmental activ ity  has 
affected the life  of every person, hut has not awakened a ll citizens 
to  a seas© of civic duties*
Xu the early th ir tie s , the Virginia State Department of 
Education, aware of the changing concept of education, began a 
revision of i t s  program with the view of offering more assistance 
to pupils in preparing for life* A committee was appointed to 
study the function of guidance in the school systems, to  help 
teachers, principals end auperri sore obtain an understanding of 
guidance, and to provide suggestions for performing th is  educational
4service* As a resu lt of the study, *& Tentative Manual for 
Outdance in. Virginia Secondary Schools1*3 m s published la  1936.
The manual gave Virginia schools m  enlightened purpose, 
a saw emphasis on the individual student* and suggestions fo r pro* 
grams to  implement the function of guidance. I t  recognized the 
fact that each student needs help* and that the school is  the 
agency to  furnish the aid. I t  declared that guidance is  an into* 
gral function of the educational aystea and m responsibility of the 
entire school; that m  organization fo r the service is  required, 
and that the school principal should act as organizer, co-ordinator 
end leader of the program.
the present study has been mads to determine whether. In 
the ten years -which have elapsed since the publication of the manual, 
Virginia secondary schools have developed guidance programs in 
accord with the principles stated in  the bulletin . I t  is , further, 
intended to discover the present status of guidance In these schools, 
to evaluate the programs, and to suggest improvements where nec* 
aasary.
Purposes of This Study 
The purpose# of th is  study are*.
1. To survey the high schools of Virginia to determine
the condition of th e ir guidance program#*
te n ta tiv e  Manual for Guidance in Virginia Secondary School#*
State”"Board' of Education, Richmond, Ya*, 1936.
52* To establish qualitative c rite ria  fo r evaluating 
guidance programs.
3. To prepare from the data obtained a picture of 
guidance as practiced in Virginia secondary schools*
4, To evaluate th ie  typical picture la  ligh t of the 
c rite ria  established,
3, To present conclusions based on the evaluation of 
the typical program.
6. To make available data which w ill assist school 
administrators in improving, or re-directing their 
guidance programs.
The w riter believed that an adequate representation of 
guidance in  Virginia h i#  schools w ill be obtained from the survey, 
which was designed to e lic it as much information as possible regard­
ing the attitude of the school administration towards guidance, the 
kind and degree of personnel training, of organization, of tools 
used, and community resources utilized fo r the guidance program.
In the following pages the w riter presents the data, his 
c rite ria , analysis and conclusions with the hope that the study 
may be of some use in forwarding the practice of guidance in 
Virginia.
CHAFER U
m m m m
Scope of Study
This study m s lim its  to the 392 high schools accredited 
by the Virginia State Board of Education fo r the year 1943*46* and 
to the status of th e ir guidance program s at that time* The Tenta­
tive Manual fo r Guidance in the Virginia Secondary Schools*^ which 
was published is  1236* has furnished these schools with a common 
base and uniform objectives for developing th e ir guidance programs*
The investigation has covered only those aspects of 
guidance which are recognized as essential components of an ade- 
$uate guidance program. These components, which w ill be discussed 
la te r In more deta il, ares
1. Attitude of the school administration toward guidance.
2. Preparation and in-service training of teachers and 
counselors*
3. Organization of guidance programs*
4. Tools of guidance used*
3* Community resources utilized*
6. Recognized outcomes*
The data collected fo r th is  study were obtained from the 
administrators of the individual schools. While th is  might seem 
to lim it the value of the work, i t  was believed that the source was 
the best available. The school administrator Is  probably best
b b ld .
6
fqualified to sta te  the condition of the guidance progs?©® ha d irects, 
Qa the whole, the answers could ha expected to  ha framie and useful* 
An examination of the data indicates the belief m e well-founded .
Method of Obtaining Information
the data required fo r th is study were obtained in  the 
form of answers to a questionnaire went to  principals of the high 
schools. The questions were stated so as to permit simple and 
rapid answering. Where possible, numerical data wars requested*
A more rigorous method of obtaining the Information 
would haws been to  g it in touch with each school organization in 
parson* to inierview the personnel, to inspect the data on the spot* 
and to  investigate the resu lts of the guidance program* Such a 
procedure is  time-consuming and expensive and* while more exact, 
offers only slight advantage fo r a qualitative study* I t  was be­
lieved that the necessary date could be obtained through the 
questionnaire method, by proper preparation of the questions end 
careful analysis of the answers*
Xft Woveaber, £94$* a copy of the questionnaire was mailed 
to  the principal of -each accredited high school in the State of 
Virginia. A return stamped envelope and a cover le tte r  from the
w riter, explaining the purpose of the survey, were enclosed, to* 
gather with a le tte r  from the Supervisor of Guidance, Virginia 
State Department of Mu cation, approving the study as worth while
tm  both the individual schools and the Department of laueattoa.
On December 5th, a  reminder cant was sent to each school which had 
not returned m e qusstlonnairs. By Beomho* m m  approximately 
50% of the questionnaires had toon returned. On January TO*, 1947,
« second re m in d e r m s  mailed out* which brought in  m  additional 
10% of the to ta l questionnaires sent* I t  m s  decided to close the 
survey on February 1st, and another le tte r  and a copy of the 
questionnaire were mailed on January 21st to  those schools which 
had not responded.
The over-all response to the questionnaire was gratifying, 
ant indicated the in terest in guidance of a substantial portion of 
■the principals*
The Survey
From the 1944*45 report of the Superintendent of Public 
Instruction, Virginia State Board of Education,S a l i s t  of accredited 
high schools was prepared, which was revised In accordance with the 
preliminary annual reports of the superintendents of divisions of 
the state fo r 1945*47* Tmm the la tte r  source, the enrollment and 
number of teachers were also obtained*
The accredited high schools of Virginia number 398* Since 
the enrollments in these school# vary fmm  68 to 8,836 pupils, i t  
was believed,that, to permit satisfactory correlation of the date,
Superintendent of Public Instruction. Virginia.
State'Board ofTsduoatian,' 1944-45.
the schools should bo classified  into groups on the basis of 
enrollment. The groupings ware as follows;
Classification
68*149
Medium-sized 180-349
largo 380-8036
When the survey mm closed, the questionnaires returned 
were tabulated to determine whether the results were representative, 
that the returns were uniform is  indicated belows
Ho* of Schools to Which Ho. of Question* Percentage 
C lassification Questionnaires Were Sent naires Returned of Return
Small 143 108 78
Medium-sized 176 139 79
large 73 62 88
had been made, a further check was made of the geographical location 
of the responding schools to eacur© that the resu lts would represent 
a ll portions of the sta te , rather than a few specific sections. An 
examination of the map appended w ill indicate that the distribution 
was satisfactory also la  th is respect,
While the tabulation showed that representative returns
10
The Questionnaire 
from the works of authorities in the fie ld  of guidance, 
the w riter determined those components of guidance which are 
essential to a satisfactory program* la  preparing the questionnaire*
* copy of which is  appended, a section was demoted to each component, 
and the questions in each division were selected and worded to obtain 
the maximum amount of pertinent information on that particular element* 
fo r purposes of evaluating the data, questions were asked in one 
section which were connected with the information requested under 
other headings*
The f i r s t  section was designed to determine the attitude of 
the school toward guidance* The answers given under th is  heading 
would indicate the participation of the school administration in 
guidance through the presence or absence of m program, and through 
the degree of organisation*
The preparation and in-service training of teachers and 
counselors were covered in the second section* The questions were 
devised to bring out the degree to which a l l  teachers were p artic i­
pating in the program, th e ir preparation for th is  function, and the 
extent to which the school was assisting teachers to  prepare them­
selves for the work*
The next division dealt with the organization of guidance* 
From the answers i t  would be apparent hew guidance was offered the 
pupils, whether through individual counseling, through group work in 
the homeroom, or in student ac tiv ities, or through a combination of 
these methods.
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The fourth heading covered the tools of guidance* This 
includes the collection end recording of dots shout the student and 
h is ac tiv ities , and the collection of information valuable to  the 
pupil in selecting and developing hie ac tiv ities . The responses 
mould indicate whether the schools mere using effective guidance 
tools and were ashing good us# of the data*
The u tilisa tio n  of community resources m s the subject of 
the f if th  section. From the answers i t  could be decided whether 
the school mas aware of and using Information and assistance avail* 
able through the various communityt state and national organisations, 
whether educational opportunities were being offered to adults and 
out-or«sohool youth* and whether m  effort- ea t being made to make the 
students aware of community activities*
The study was concerned with the guidance program themselves, 
rather than with the resu lts of the programs* I t  would seem th a t I f  
guidance is  sufficient and satisfactory, the resu lts would be 
reasonably satisfactory. In the final section the school adaiais- 
tra te rs  were requested to indicate which of fifteen  important out­
comes of guidance bed resulted from their program* The outcomes 
lis ted  were selected from the works of authorities In the fie ld  of 
guidance* The data from th is  section would serve as a check on the 
internal consistency of the answers to each questionnaire, and would 
be of value, when collected statistically*  to  other administrators 
fo r purposes of comparison.
^Jy*i^ jbSK «LJLJL
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npoa completion of the survey* the rem&t* from the 
questionnaires wore compiled la  tables under the headings discussed 
in the previous chapter and wart grouped according to the size of 
the schools* In the following pages the date on a given guidance 
activ ity  i s  presented as the percent participating of the to tal 
number of school® reloading to  the pestienaaire fo r each size 
group. Where an activ ity  has been investigated in some d eta il to  
dot ©mine the degree or extent to which guidance is  offered, the 
subordinate data .have been given, unless otherwise indicated, 'In 
percent of the schools participating la  the- given activ ity . For 
example, is  fable I the small, medium sized and large schools have 
83$; 65$; and 01$ respective with organized guidance committees.
The membership of these committees is  subordinate data and is  
represented as a percent of th is  activity*
Throughout the tables, data a r t presented for the "typical* 
school In each size group, fhese data reprosent the average fo r the 
particular phase of guidance, and were used la  evaluating the topical 
guidance program for each group of schools.
Theoretically, a l l  schools should este r into each phase of' 
guidance; practically , the participation of more than 50$ of the 
schools may be considered evidence that the value of a given activ ity
x$
has been generally recognized,
Table I . Attitude of the Administration of the 
School toward Guidance
I t  w ill be noted from ©able I  that the attitude of the 
school administrations %award ©sganlzod guidance becomes sore 
favorable as the school enrollments increase* This Is  indicated 
by the Increase la  percent of schools offering organised guidance* 
by the m m  lib e ra l representation of intereted parties on the 
guidance committee, and by the greater percent of large schools 
providing time fo r guidance In the dally schedule.
Of the medium-si sad schools with organized guidance 
programs* a significantly smaller proportion have 100$ teacher 
participation than Is  the case with the small and large schools* 
This may be attributed to a tendency toward specialization of 
' personnel* which i s  a characteristic of larger schools and to 
heavier teacher loads* which is  a characteristic of smaller schools, 
The data showing the membership of the guidance committee 
present m  interesting situation! in most schools the principals 
and classroom teachers aoastitn ts the guidance committee* while In 
some schools of the small and msdtum^sized groups the principals 
are the sole members, and in some of the large schools the 
principal does not serve on the guidance committee a t a ll.
14
TABLE I
Attitude of School Administration toward
Outdance as Revealed itam gb Organised Programs
Items Reported
..........Sima of Schools..............
S n a il"11"' WsStm la rg e1 ™ 
68-149 150-349 3®B-0ver
number of schools reporting 108 139 62
Schools with organised programs m% 50$ 68#
100# teacher participation la
organized programs 81 70 80
Schools with incidental programs 52# 36$ 29#
1G0# Teacher participation la
incidental programs 68 58 72
Schools with guidance committees m $ 65# 01$
Membership of Guidance Committees
Principal 100 100 100
Director of Instruction 7 11 12
Director of Guidance 85 34 32
Counselors 13 m 36
Classroom Teachers 98 m m
Studenta 86 39 m
Patrons 13 IS 19
Outdance committees meeting less
than 30 minutes per week 78# 71# 69#
Schools providing special funds for 
guidance 3# 0 10#
Schools providing time in daily schedule 
fo r guidance ac tiv ities by pupils 
and teachers 39# 60$ 64$
Percentages fo r sub-items are computed on numbers of schools Included 
in the item concerned*
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Few schools appear to  provide special funds fo r guidance. 
However, the data may not be too significant on th is  point, since 
aost schools consider guidance a part of instruction and do not 
specifically a llo t funds fo r various phases of instruction* I t  Is 
noteworthy that a t least a few schools consider i t  advisable to 
allocate special funds fo r guidance*
Table XX. Preparation and In-service Training of 
Teachers* Preparation
The tabulation indicates that a majority of the schools 
of a ll sizes have at least one teacher who has had a basic course 
in guidance* In the typical small school the number of teachers 
with such training would bo from one to two, in the medium-sized 
school i t  would be from three to four, and in the large school from 
five to  six teachers* Since 33$ of the large schools have from 
eleven to twenty teachers with guidance training, there is  evidence 
that a portion of the larger schools recognize a definite trend 
toward guidance ac tiv ities and have begun preparations to supply 
the service on a broader b a s is .
In the majority of the schools which have teachers with 
a basic course in  counseling, the number so trained is  <*uite small, 
th is  shows that counseling is  generally considered a specialized 
fie ld , end, possibly, that the schools prefer to lim it counseling 
ac tiv itie s  to a few trained individuals. In the typical small
um m  i t  
Basic Preparation of Teachers In
Ouidaaes and Counseling
Items Hearted
Slsse of Schools 
Small. Jteditia 
68-149 180*349
l& x m  
350«iiver..
Buaher of schools reporting 103 139 62
schools with teachers who hare 
had a  basic course In guidance
0 40% 39% 30%
1-41 Teachers 38 33 19
4*0 Teachers 13 14 10
6*10 Teachers t 11 8
11*20 Teachers 1 9 33
Percent of faculty in the typical
school with basic training in  guidance 29 33 23
Schools with tmmi&m who have 
had a basic course la  counseling
0 68% 62% 46%
1*3 Teachers 27 31 36
4*5 Teachers 3 4 6
6*10 Teachers 0 2 5
11*30 Teachers 0 1 9
Percent of faculty in  the typical 
school with basic training in  
counseling 10 t 3
school less than one tm m m r par school has had training in  the field* 
la  the sediua-sis&ed school about one teacher per faculty* sad la  the 
large school about two teachers hare had a basic coarse la  counsel* 
lag*
wfable II I , Organization of la-aervice 1raining 
programs in  Guidance
ffeie table suggests a definite trend toward in-servloe 
training programs in guidance* In general I t  may be concluded from 
data on other phases o f guidance that the large schools tend to  be 
in  advance of the others in guidance practice* but in  the case of 
in-service training of teachers school also has no significant 
effect and a majority of the schools of a ll sines have programs with 
approximately the m m  allowance of time*
I t  would appear that an effo rt is  being made by the email 
and mo&ium-sized schools in the direction of 100$ teacher particle 
pat ion la guidance* Indication of such a trend can be found by 
considering the .percentages of teachers in the typical schools in 
these else groups participating in  the in-service training programs, 
together with the percentages of teachers in the same groups with 
basic training In guidance as shown in ’Table If*
Examination of fables I I  and 111 chows th a t the large 
schools do not have a great percentage of teachers with basic tra in ­
ing in guidance o r participation in the in-service training programs, 
yet fable I  indicates a large percentage with 100$ teacher partic i­
pation in guidance* Apparently the role in guidance of most teachers 
in  these schools is , a t present, a secondary one* and the ac tiv ities  
requiring trained personnel are handled by selected groups or 
Individuals, This is  In accord with the known tendency of large
IB
Organization of In-service
Training Programs in Guidance
Size of Schoole'
Items Heported
Small Medium
i6Q-34$ 350-Over
Humber of schools reporting IDS 132 62
Schools with in-service training 
programs 56$ 61$ 61$
teacher participation in  
in-service training program
1-5 Teachers 
6-10 Teachers 
11-20 Teachers
28$
72
0
o$
40
52
0$
16
32
Percent of teachers participat­
ing in the typical school 66 70 46
Time in hours per month provided 
for the In-service training program
Oader Z hours 
2-4 hours 
Over 4 hours
48$
43
2
44$
46
10
51$
33
11
Average time provision 2.3 brau 2,1 hrsi• i  *8
Schools bringing in persons conn 
patent in guidance for teacher 
training 38$ 49$ 66*
Schools providing library  books on 
guidance and counseling 65$ 96$ 98*
Schools making yearly additions to  
the library  of books on guidance 67$ 74$ 84*
Percentages for sub-items are computed on ambers of schools Included
in the item concerned.
10
schools to channel! zo ac tiv itie s  using committees of specialists.
As in  most matters of guidance, the percentage of schools 
offering given services, such as library books fo r guidance and 
counseling, systematic additions to guidance libraries# and bringing 
competent persons In to assis t in the in-service training# increases 
with enrollment*
$able If* Organization of Group Guidance Programs
Hearly a ll  firg ia la  schools undertake some form of group 
guidance# and most provide such guidance through the regular classes* 
The value of guidance seems to  be well recognised in th is  form# 
possibly because i t  f i t s  most easily into past educational patterns*
A large percent of the schools have homerooms* the time 
allo tted  homeroom ac tiv itie s  and the number of pupils per homeroom 
increases with enrollment* In the large schools the number of pupils 
per homeroom is  the m m  as fo r the medium-slsed school# but the time 
allo tted  ac tiv itie s  i s  greater* I t  is  possible that more time is  
needed in the large schools because more choices in studies and group 
ac tiv ities are presented to  the pupil and, therefore, more assistance 
must be provided to help him choose* Perhaps, with larger facu lties 
the teaching load may be reduced to permit some teachers to  devote 
more time to the homerooms*
I t  would seem that assemblies# athletics# plays, parties 
and dances are generally accepted as means for group guidance* On 
the other hand# fra te rn itie s and sororities are almost universally 
considered unacceptable for th is  purpose*
Organisation of Group Guidance Programs
Items Beported
HI ( X
seBEi  T
Size of Schools 
Medium Large 
150-349 350-Over
Humber of schools reporting 108 139 62
Percent of schools undertaking group
guidance 94$ 94# 99#
Schools haring homeroom programs 78 88 87
time allo tted  per day for program
Ho time 38 m 34
less than IS minutes 44 45 S3
16 -  30 Minute® 18 26 25
3 1 -4 5  Minutes 1 9 13
46 -  60 Minutes 4 6 9
Time allo tted  in  typical school 13 mis. 18 join. 21 lain.
Average number of pupils per homeroom
Percent of schools reporting
adequate data 50# 61# 62$
1 * 10 Pupil* 4 4 2
U  * to  Pupil* 8 3 0
m * so pupils 81 04 26
31 -  40 Pupil# m 84 29
Over 40 Pupils i 6 5
Average number of pupils per homeroom
in typical school m 33 • 33
Schools providing group guidance 
through ac tiv itie s
Career Pays 16 18 29
Held Trips so 92 93
Assemblies 88 93 95
Student Government 4? 54 m
Student Publications 53 ?6 m
A thletics 91 95 m
Plays 91 9E 94
Dances 43 62 8?
Parties m 33 90
Clubs m 92 0V
fra te rn itie s  end Sororities 2 1 0
Schools providing group guidance through
regular classes m 98 96
Percentages fo r  sub-items are computed on number of schools Included in
th e  item concerned.
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Table ¥* Organization of Individual Outdance Erograms
The data of labia V show a largo percentage of a i l  schools 
providing individual guidance* and a somewhat smaller, but substantial 
percents^ offering counseling service* Xa general, the schools 
with counseling service have one or two counselors available for 
five or more hours per weak* Some schools use the entire teaching 
s ta ff fo r counseling. Apparently* in  the small schools the 
counseling service is  frequently carried without reduction o f the 
normal teaching load* Most of the large schools, on the other hand, 
reduce the nossaal teacher load to permit counseling worisu
As the enrollment increases, there is  a definite trend 
in the percentage of schools toward offering special guidance fo r 
prospective college students, and in the use of guidance data to 
assist in course selection*
This is  understandable In view of the fact that more 
pupils enter colleges from the large schools and that there is  a 
wider selection of courses in the larger schools.
mOrganisation of Individual Guidance Vtagmmr, xnj,
Item# B#pcj?t#6 68*140 330-Over
Number of schools- reporting 108 180 62
Percent of schools providing individual
guidance 98£
Schools with counseling service
1-3 Counselor* 80 43 41
4*3 Counselors 18 11 16
6*10 Couneeiors 84 I f 13
All i 16 80
Percent of schools with counseling
service n n 88
Time provided during regular day
fo r individual counseling m 81 80
Teachers available fo r counseling
Non-teaching hours per week fo r each 
0
teacher
48 80 80
1 Hour 18 14 10
2 Sour# 3 * 8
3 Boars 8 1 3
4 Hours 8 4 0
0 Boars and over 3# 46 56
Humber non-teaching hoars per unit
per teacher in typical school 8 s 4
Noxmai load reduced to provide 
time fo r counseling
0 m 40 86
1 Teacher 14 m 14
Z Teachers 0 m 80
3 Ts&ehsrs 2 8 H
4 Teachers 8 i 10
5 Teachers end over 1 f 10
Humber of teachers given time fo r
counseling in typical school 0—1 1*8 8*3
Special guidance fo r prospective
college students 08 89 85
Guidance data used in advising
on course selection 86 86 00
Percentages fo r  sub-items are computed on number of schools included in
the item concerned»
mfable VI* Materials and Personnel Utilized in Guidance
Program#
The majority of Virginia schools nee intelligence end 
achievement te s ts , hat a relatively  small percent make use of in terest 
inventories, personal adjustment and aptitude teats* Apparently 
the schools are more interested in  ab ility  to do and what has been 
achieved than in  determining the pupils possib ilities through in terest 
inventories, personal adjustment and aptitude tests* and making the 
most of them* I t  is  true th at intelligence and achievement te sts  
have acquired standing through long usage and refinement, but other 
evaluative devices may prove equally meritorious, and are v ita l to 
guidance work*
the data indicate that the state form for accumulating 
personal data about pupils is  not adequate, fo r most schools seem to 
collect data in addition to that provided for on the tom* Anec­
dotal records are favored by many schools, indioeting the need for 
objective systems la  accumulating data on the pupils*
there appears to be a md# recognition of the need fo r 
f ile s  of vocational information fo r use by pupils and teachers.
More than ¥Q$S of the schools of a ll  sizes provide such information, 
the percentage offering the service increases with enrollment, possi­
bly because the larger schools offer varied curriculum#, permitting 
the pupils to  select th e ir courses with future use more in mind*
Most schools are using outside professional advice in case
fAUr? VI 
Material end Personnel Utilised
in Guidance Program
Size of Schools
aaalj|u Medium Largs
Items sported sa-idt 350-Qvsr
Kumber of schools reporting 103 139 m
ifcets used
Intelligence 57$ 65$ m
Achievement m 61 81
General Interest Inventory 11 15 m
Vocational Interest Inventory 17 20 40
Personal Adjustment n 14 21
Aptitude 15 21 31
Personal data accumulated In addition
to th a t on the state record to m m% 68$ 84$
Anedcotal records used in
cumulative records 51 53 66
File of vocational information
available fo r pupil and teacher use 73$ 81$ 90$
Professional advice used in
making case studies
Hone 42$ 33$ 17$
local School Hurse 30 36 66
local Doctor 43 56 76
Psychologists 3 6 42
Social Worker# 34 47 68
Visiting teacher available 55$ 66$ 81$
Boors available per week per school
1-2 Hours 30 21 6
3-4 Hours 6 8 6
3~$ Hours 3 13 6
7-8 Hours Z 5 12
lime varies m 48 70
m71
Material and P®rmm*l u tilised
la  Guidance Program, Continued
Sice of Schools
Small Medium
Items Heported 68-149 150-349 350-0ver
Number of schools reporting 108 xm 62
Placement service 3$ 12$
follow-up of students 4?$ 55$ ex*
Graduating students 3? 89 m
Drop-outs 86 2? 29
Gollege entrants €1 4? 53
U tilisation of past records fo r
curriculum revision 88$ n% 85$
Data dealing with pupil interest 49 64 81
Data dealing with drop-outs 38 46 88
Data dealing with pupil progress 43 60 79
Data dealing with expansion
of school plant 15 29 40
Percentages for sub-items are computed on number of schools Included 
in the item concerned*
mstudy mtk* M  the main, the local doctor is  the chief consultant* 
although most Uirge schools madm mo of other professional services* 
A tsend toward the os# of psychologists is  indicated by the re la­
tively  greet percentage of l&r$3 schools availing themselves of such 
service, fh is  must be discounted somewhat, since moat large school# 
mo In c itie s  where psychologists are available, while the small and 
me&ium~size& schools mo sob* and the factor of availability  rather 
then appreciation of the value of psychological service stay be the 
c ritic a l determinant of practice*
In the use of v isiting  teachers* placement services* and 
follow-up of students* and in  the u tilization  of past records for 
curriculum revision, school atm  seems to be $uite significant* As 
in other guidance ac tiv ities, the larger schools appear to be In a 
better position, or more eager, to advance th e ir guidance programs* 
In connection with student follow-up, i t  is  noteworthy 
that most schools keep in  touch with college entrants rather than 
with the high school drop-outs, oven though improvements In the 
school system can be as readily based, on the failu res of the ■system, 
as on I ts  successes* Iftls point i t  fu rther brought out in the data 
on u tilization  of past records fo r curriculum revision where data 
on pupil in terest is  u tilised  by m m  schools than data on drop­
outs*
fable TOU Commits Resources U tilized: Civic Organiza­
tions, local Industries and Public Agencies
the data on cosmmity resources show th a t, on the whole, 
community resources ere being used fo r guidance only to  a limited 
extent, A majority of the schools in a ll  size groups obtain 
speakers f tm  civic organizations and local industry fo r assembly 
programs, and an appreciable umber of the large schools make us# 
of health clin ics and pupil interviews with businessmen for guidance 
purposes. As much as S3# of the small and medium-sized schools make 
no use of civic organizations in  any form. I t  would seem that here 
a valuable aid to guidance is  being neglected.
Of the public agencies, only the State department of 
Education is  feeing u tilized  fo r guidance fey a majority of the schools 
of a l l  sizes, m& i t  is  probable that th is is  due to the effo rts of 
the Department itself*  the data m  large schools indicate a definite 
effo rt to use may of too available services* in the small schools 
34# make no use whatever of other public agencies*
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f&Boyi if$i
Qmmmitf Resources U tilized: Civic Organizations
local Industry and Public Agencies
Item* Reported §w U L'63*149
Size of school*
S tiia L  J m a u150-349 350-over
Humber of schools reporting 103 139 60
Citric organization*, local industry
participating in certain aspect* of
guidance program*
Diagnostic or remedial health clinic* 43$ 43$ 53$
Speaker* fo r assemblies 50 59 94
Placement of graduate* 9 19 33
Supplying occupational information m 03 45
Supplying follow-up information
on graduate* u 14 14
Sponsoring program* in  athletic* 09 33 33
Sponsoring program* in assemblies 16 04 40
Pupil interview* with representetIves
of particular occupations u 06 51
Ho use made of olvio organization* 03 04 8
Public agencies used to develop the
guidance programs
Hone 34$ 16$ 0
State Rehabilitation Service 36 m m
local Public Health Service 33 40 90
Red Cross 35 31 39
State Department of Education 33 55 93
State Consultation service IS 31 53
local Public Welfare Department 39 45 99
Cowunity Recreational F acilities 31 m 60
Other* 9 9 13
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Table Tilt* Cossmmity Beaeurees U tilised; Community
Survey®, Diversified Occupational Programs, 
Adult Education, Oeeupatiouel l i s ts
Wm schools are aware of community survey® of population, 
resources, and occupations. Since federal and State agencies feat* 
collected data and published quit© a few surveys of th is  nature, i t  
might be suspected that the schools are not aware of the value of 
th is  type of information in guidance work* Ifcis suspicion is  ao&e- 
What confirmed by the email percentages of schools making use of 
the Information when i t  is  available*
Only the large schools appear to he making a definite 
attempt to present diversified occupation programs end adult educe* 
tion.
the data indicate that only a small percentage of the 
schools of a ll  s i zee keep l i s ts  of occupational opportunities, and 
few of these schools keep the l i s ts  up to date* The general 
Impression from th is  and the data on student follow-up in  Table VI 
would be that most schools are making moss effo rt to help a small 
portion of the pupils than can be Justified in a democratic system*
T in
Community Resources Utilized; Community Survey;
Diversified Occupational Program; Adult Education, Occupational list®
Items Reported 68-149
Size of Schools 
Medium 'tarae
aso-over
Humber of schools reporting 103 139 60
Community surreys
Population 41$ 43$
Resources V 13 30
Occupational BO m 40
Schools using the information
provided by the surveys 29$ 30$ 30$
Diversified occupations program 3$ 9$ 34$
Regularly scheduled d esses fo r
adults end out-of-sohool youth 31$ 30$ 60$
Claeses taught by
Teachers 03 m 31
Laymen 2 2 4
Occupational specialists 4 0 3
Lists of occupational opportunities 
available
Local 04$ 25$ 35$
State IS 19 29
national 9 14 20
Annual revision of occupational l is ts m 43 03
fable IX* Coiaamnlty Resources U tilised: Provisions 
fo r Study of Comunity Resources
In lino with mo&om educational practice, nearly S0$ 
of a l l  schools provide fo r study of community resources by the 
pupils in  courses snob os ©ivies and geography. from 60$ to  
?®fl male© provision fo r snob study either through specific asalpt~ 
lasnts or ^here^ever an appropriate occasion arises in  the 
educational program*
mTABES M
Provisions Had# fo r the
Sttidy of CcKsmtmlty Kaaoureaa
Xtm* BeparM l............................ S miS?
9&20..6t  School*.........................................................
Madina ' 1 Large ' 
lW <ito9  ^OKJrSr
Birabor of schools reporting m 1S§ 6B
School* making proriaiona fo r 
studying eossmnity ra*ourc*s
Xu specific unit of work on 
oofflannity resource* 2 0m r-myp* 24H £4*
In separate course in 
conoorvahion f $ e
Xn courses much a* otrice 
or geography m 4S 64
A* the subject may arise In 
connection with any course 
or other study m 4 f t 01
Kona a 02
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^afele X* Eecogaized Outcomes
As aiight be expected f » a  the previous data, the 
peresntftge of school administrators recognising satisfactory 
outcomes increases with the enrollment * Generally the principals 
of large schools recognize many beneficial resu lts of the 
guidance program. Since the large schools appear most active in  
guidance, i t  is  understandable that the resu lts are more apparent* 
the data which indicated a predominate in terest on the 
part of the schools as a whole in college entrants rather than 
in the general group of students are confirmed by the fact that 
more effect lire planning fo r college is  one of the most generally 
recognized outcomes, while acre affective and appropriate placement 
or students la  among the least frequently recognised.
Few school administrators recognized unsatisfactory 
outcomes. I t  la  interesting to  note, although possibly not of 
much significance, that 5# of the small school* and $$ of the 
large ones fe lt that records were being misused fey untrained or 
partia lly  trained individuals*
fhe majority of the school administrators appear to  
believe that th e ir guidance programs resu lt in  %proved under­
standing of pupil problems by teachers and in the students feeing
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T&fflM X
Outcomes of Guidance Programs m
BocogBtised by School Mmlhi sir  store
Items Beported
Ski a l l ' 
69-1*9
Sice .of Schools........ r.
Medium lares
isSS*? ascRofwr
HumOer of schools reporting 108 199 00
Bacogaifced outcomes 
Worn m Mfl
increased retention of pupils In school, 
and return of those who hare withdrawsi m 94 81
B etter cooperation of s ta ff members 
In the guidance program 40 48 f t
Better- formulation hr pupils of educe-. 
tional and vocational plans and programs 46 m m
Students te t te r  informed on problems 
of living 6$ m w
Greater understanding of occupational 
problems and opportunities 44 m 6f
mm effective and appropriate place­
ment of students in  occupations 14 m 45
lor® effective planning for college $6 m 91
Improved, social adjustment 49 m n
Improved understanding of pupils 
problems on the part of teachers 90 n m
Improved relationships with home 
and community 44 m 90
Greater assumption of responsibility
by the pupil fo r solving, h is  own 
problem 48 43 98
Improved attitude toward education 49 49 64
Expenditure of time and money found 
excessive In terms of outcomes * 3 6
Tendency toward easy solution in 
tom s of guidance cliches 2 a 0
Misuse of personnel records by un­
trained o r partia lly  trained 
individuals 9 £ 8
mbetter inforci©& m  problems of living. Such a belief indicates 
th at even the present rather inadequate guidance pm^wmm mm 
bearing m m  fru it end that the admlnlstratore ere favorably 
Inclined toward guidance* It m? be expected that school principals 
w ill cooperate In telligently  end heartily  in improving and broaden* 
lag guidance practice*
3H?
for m m m s tm  w im m ®  programs
One of the basic concept a of modem education is  that there 
should be equal opportunity fo r a ll  students in. the public schools*
In order to approach equality in  such an all-inclusive program as 
guidance, them must he basic standards; measuring etiohs by which the 
administration of any school may determine I ts  stature with relation 
to  the minimum requirements or, comparatively, with relation  to other 
schools.
In .pursuing the present study i t  was necessary to  select 
c rite ria  by which guidance programs in  Virginia could be evaluated and 
compared* The basic c rite ria  were found In the Tentative Manual fo r 
Guidance In the Virginia Secondary Schools,1 and were substantially 
those supported by outstanding authorities in  the fie ld  of guidance.
The standards selected are qualitative, rather than 
quantitative* The quantity of time* funds, or fa c ilitie s  expended 
upon a guidance program affords a relatively  superficial indication 
of i t s  adequacy. Tbim Is pointed out in the Tentative Manual fo r 
Guidance,2 which says thati
^Tentative Manual fo r Guidance in the Virginia Secondary Schools. 
iS u S tte  "'WrgicS^lstate BoaixT*of Education, Richmond, Va*t 1936.
® m 4 . »  p .  i s .
mA&cis of fa c ilitie s  and funds is  not a valid argument fo r 
fa iling  to  offer an adequate guidance program. * * * %  
making use of the usual fa c ilitie s  within the school and 
enlisting the cooperation of the outside agenolee, i t  is  
possible * # ♦ to of fe r a program of guidance a t least 
approaching In effectiveness to  the program found In the 
largest and best-equipped high school*
the important factor in a guidance program is  i t s  quality, 
which need not be determined to any great extent by the size of a 
school or i t s  financial condition*
The f ire  phases of the qualitative c rite ria  of a guidance
program ares
1* the attitude of the school administration toward 
guidance
3* the preparation and in-service training of teachers 
and counselors
3* Organization of the program
4* The tools of guidance used
S. Oommunity resources utilized
As the following discussion w ill reveal, a guidance program may be
considered adequate I f  i t  sa tisfies  the basic elements of each phase#
The Attitude of the School Administration toward Guidance
Without the active support and fu ll cooperation of the 
school administration a guidance program cannot be considered ade­
quate. This appears to  be the view of a l l  the authorities in the
3fie ld . Bamrin and Erickson state th at the guidance program mast be 
organized to  en list the understanding* ab ility , and energy of every 
member of the staff* This i s  further substantiated by the tentative 
Manual for Guidance^ which points out th&ts
Guidance i s  an integral part of the educational program* 
*hile specific functions may he delegated to certain 
individuals, the responsibility for guidance is  the 
responsibility of the entire school* If  guidance in a il  
i t s  phases i s  to be effective, the cooperation of aH 
is  necessary#
According to Joneas guidance cannot be separated from the
general l i f e  of the schoolj i t  is  part of every activ ity  of the school*
Guidance must be organized to  make fu ll use of the school
s ta ff and fa c ilitie s  and of the eonmunity resources* The Tentative
Manuel fo r Guidance^ declares that:
The administrator who views guidance as a function of 
education w ill make definite provisions fo r i t  in  setting 
up and administering the educational offerings* * • • I t  
is  important that the principal recognize the need and 
p ossib ilities of guidance * and th a t, as head of the school, 
he assume the role of organizer, leader, coordinator* and 
supervisor of the guidance program. * * * In many instances 
the principal heads the guidance ac tiv ities in  a general 
way, while in  others he carries on the work personally, but 
under any and a ll circumstances, he should have an under­
standing of the scope and meaning of guidance and a grasp 
of the means of administration. There are many functions 
which may readily be performed b e tte r by teachers and other 
workers, but such m tk  needs direction by the administrative 
head of the school#
^ i r i e y  A#' WuS^atSoS Clifford £. Brickson, Guidance in the Secondary 
Schools, D« Appleton-Ceatury Co. , Inc *, H.T. p. It* 
te n ta tiv e  Manual for Guidance* p* It*
^Arthur J* Jones, Frinolploa of Guidance* McGraw-Hill, SUIT*, 1934, p.39G. 
%entetive Manual for Guidance* ju 10,IV,IB*
mBecause of Ms position in the community* the principal is  heat 
fitte d  m  en list the assistance of the cosmuniby m  m whole* The 
responsibility is  a heavy one* bat the resu lts of a well-organized 
program w ill actually lighten the p rin c ip a ls present load because 
proper guidance w ill reduce the umber of problem students and 
juvenile delinquents*
The role- of the teacher in guidance cannot be overestimated* 
Hamrin and Erickson7 consider the teacher the chief guidance func­
tionary in tM  school, and sta te , in  th e ir ten basic concepts of 
guidance, that a ll  teachers must do guidance work* Jones8 believes 
that some part or form of guidance is  the duty and responsibility 
of every teacher la  the system, ami. that guidance is  a function 
shared by all* The Tentative Manual fo r Guidance9 emphasizes that?
The classroom teacher who recognizes guidance as a 
function of professional teaching w ill u tilize  oppor­
tun ities fo r integration in the selection and organiza­
tion of the m aterials of instruction, la  planning 
learning ac tiv itie s , and in directing class discussion*
Hob a l l  teachers cam assis t a student in solving hie Individual 
problems, but a l l  teachers can help the student to build a back­
ground which w ill aid him in coping with such problems*
^SMrley A* Bamrin and Clifford $« Sxiekson, Guidance the 
Secondary schools* D. Appleton Oontury Co*, S.T* p# IV, 19.
^Arthur J* Jones, BrIaoipiL'ea of Guidance. MeGraw H ill Co*, Inc*,
H.Y., 1934* p* 396*
^Tentative manual, fo r Guidance in the Virginia Secondary schools* 
Virginia State Board oF Education, Hlchmoad, Ve*f 193$* p* 10*
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Xt tms been established la  th© previous paragraphs that 
a l l  members of the school s ta ff mast participate ia  the guidance 
program. From th is  I t  follows, logically, that time most he a llo t­
ted la  the daily o r weekly schedule fo r guidance, The principal 
must te a r th is  la  mind vfeile developing theeduoational pro gram | 
the teacher must he a le rt to  catch each opportunity fo r classroom 
guidance,
Mother corollary Is that m aterials must he made avail­
able fo r developing the guidance program* A portion of the school 
funds should be devoted to th is  purpose, and, whenever possible, 
the use of funds end fa c ilitie s  fo r other purposes should be 
scrutinised with a view to  furthering the guidance program a t the 
same time*
The Preparation and In-service Training of Teachers 
and Counselors
A requirement of modern education is  that the teacher must 
be trained professionally, Xt i s  noted in the Tentative Manual fo r 
Guidance*0 that "guidance is  a function of professional teaching".
Xt follows, then* that the teacher must be trained in guidance*
The broadening scope of education and the increasing 
tempo of the times do not permit the teacher to develop a system 
of guidance altogether empirically. For a well-rounded program,
10Il)W., p. 9.
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therefore, i t  18 desirable that every teacher who participated 
sbouia have tad a Male course la  guidance*
franeia 0* Hoaocraas, writing in the 37th Yearbook 
of the National Association fo r the Study of Sducation1^ asyss
Ideally the teacher today should he acquainted with 
the more recent developments la  the fie ld , each as 
nutrition, endocrinology, child guidance, social wort:, 
and »eatal health, subjects which require academic 
training, * * * in  the past Wf> of our training of 
teachers has been along subject matter lines * « * 
in  training of teachers the understanding of children 
should or mast receive at least equal emphasis with 
the understanding of the subjects*
Some of our present teachers were trained in  schools 
whose philosophy did not Include the concepts of guidance. Many 
teachers have been unable to bring th e ir training up to date 
because th e ir salaries have not permitted them to  take summer 
school work, or they have not cared to enter into ac tiv itie s  not 
connected d irectly  with th e ir teaching spec laities*  Sosecrwas^ 
suggests that ’•while prospective teachers should obtain « * * 
training prior to beginning th e ir professional career, in~sorvioe 
training should also be provided for those already teaching"* 
Hamrin and M lohsoa^ believe that teachers should be encouraged
^Francis C* Beseeraiis, 3?th Yearbook of the national Agj^ciiitio^ 
fo r the Study of Muoatlon* 1933,, p* 33*
12Xbid., p. 85.
1%aH3rta and Eriolcaon, Ouldanca la  the Secondary School.*.
0* Appleton Century Co*, N*Y* p. 437*
m*to study their om  school# to detemiiie th e ir needs and to make
recommondatioos fo r improvement. . « • F au lty  meetings, personal 
contacts * . * should bo used to accomplish th is  aia*.
la  order that teachers may refresh tho ir memories and 
add to th e ir existing fund of knowledge# i t  is  v ita l that an ads* 
quate supply of informative lite ra tu re  be available. Is addition 
to textbooks m  guidance there are numerous sources of material# 
much of i t  free or inexpensive, the Tentative Manual for 
Guidance^ *4 suggests as possible sources, "U.S. Govemment **» fo r 
l i s ts  of publications on . • • Magazine a rtic le s  . . .  Olubs, 
associations and foundations * • . Business firm s and large 
newspapers , * * Book reviews . . .  and bibliographies".
Organisation of the Program
The fie ld  of guidance is  so broad that considerable 
flex ib ility  is  organisation is  point stable to take advantage of 
local conditions. As adequate program, however, require® a 
certain amount of formal organ! gat ion and a number of basic ac­
tiv itie s .
The Tentative Manual fo r Guidance proposes a school 
committee as the nucleus for- the .guidance program, on the beets 
that
Programs of guidance, like a l l  other programs, entail 
the centralisation of final responsibility in eoae
^Sfhe T en ta ti^  Manual for Guidance, op. c it* , p. 65.
4§
the fact 
guidance 
tanee to
discuss a t length the nm  of the homeroom in guidance* The Tentative 
Manual fo r Guidance*^ point® out that;
I t  la  the homeroom which serves as the connecting link 
between the homo* the school, and the larger l i f e  * * * 
the foundation of a i l  guidance within the school should 
he found in the homeroom# * * * The homeroom teacher •
* « is  probably te s t qualified to sponsor that phase of 
guidance whi ch has to do with se lf f  improvement * * * *
The time allowed to  homeroom guidance should be given a 
definite place i s  the schedule* The danger is  in a llo tt­
ing too l i t t l e  rather than too much time . . * in the 
homeroom the pupils are encouraged to bring th e ir problems
* * • petty differences are ironed out; aggressive natures 
toned daw&i and repressed m m  encouraged to express them­
selves freely.
I t  is  essential that the homeroom program be adequate.
l%arxy C* VcEown, Home Room guidance# McGraw-Hill Book Cosine# 
M.Y.! 1946* p* 33*
*%amrla and Krickeon, op. c l t . f p. 337.
i 7The Tentative Manual fo r guidance# p* 43.
individual or small group of individuals# I t  is  
essentially necessary that th is  guidance service be organ­
ised to the end that m  individual or committee of 
individuals may assume responsibility fo r the inaugura­
tion, for the administration, fo r the improvement, and for 
the evaluation of the program. Hone of these aspects 
©ay be le f t to  chance; only a well-defined organization 
can guarantee the effective administration of th is  de­
sirable and Important educational function.
Authorities in  the field  of guidance recognize and stress 
that the homeroom is  tm  of the focal points of the 
program. SlcKo*mi5  conslSsrs the homeroom of v ita l tapor- 
a l l  forms of guidance activity* Hamrin and Brioksea ^
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Qu© of the necessary approaches to guidance is  through 
pupil ac tiv itie s , such a© assemblies, clubs* athletic©, fie ld  trip s , 
and school publications# These ac tiv ities are particularly fru it*  
fill, fo r, in general, the pupil eater# into them of hie own veil* 
tioa and is , therefore, willing to accept guidance which may bring 
success either to the individual or to the group, The school admin* 
i  s t ra t ion must make every effo rt to  foster and guide pupil 
ac tiv itie s , and thereby increase the social awareness end sense of 
responsibility of the pupils.
In addition to  the home room and pupil ac tiv ities, 
Individual guidance must be furnished the pupil through counselors* 
Fro® the f ir s t  day of school to the la s t, the pupil should be able 
to expect counsel on h is individual problems# According to The
JOTentative Manual fo r Guidance "the heart of the whole guidance 
program is  the indivudial interview”. The trend in guidance is  to  
s ta rt the child on the right road of thought and action before his 
problems become a burden to himself and the community.
The Tools of Guidance
The tools of guidance are almost unlimited in number* 
some w ill be more useful in one locality  than another* In general, 
however, the tools are to be used in understanding end assisting 
the child; for th is  purpose certain specific tools ere indispensable*
mA fundamental tool la  a regular and systematic program of 
objective measurement, la  writing on the mm o f measuring devices,
obtain reliab le information or foots, and that ao guidance worker 
eon afford to neglect teats sad inventories as a means of securing 
information* Soos and Kefauver2^ indicate the need fo r objective 
te s ts  in selecting a career to determine capacity to succeed and
inclination toward a given type of work*
The value of adequate records la  counseling and advising 
is  inestimable* fa- bo adequate the records must be well-organized, 
accurate, up to date, concise, and easy to interpret * The Tentative
Manual fo r Guidance^ stresses the fact that
A few well-chosen and well-kept records are preferable.
• • . No record should be made unless i t s  existence can 
be justified* * # « Attention is  called to the fact 
that what guidance advocates in s is t upon is  not mere 
acaumulatlon of records, but the best possible use of 
them.
Standard, .state and local forms should be the basis for- the record 
system, supplemented by systematically collected data on individual 
pupils.
Mother tool of guidance is  the case history, which i s  a
19M um  says that on# great need in  a ll  forms of guidance is  to
^ iir,rTr1 ^
^Leonard ¥♦ Koos and Grayson N* Kefauver* Guidance in  
Schools* Macmillan Co*, H*f*$ 1932, p« 280*
®%hs Tentative Manual for Guidance* op* alt* , p* 6S*
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specific ease using visits* interviews* ana other means fo r deter- 
mining the source of a pupils d ifficu ltie s . tefever22 states that 
the ease study technique represents a method of bringing together 
a ll pertinent information about a student in forming a unified back- 
ground fo r interpreting Ms needs and treating Mm d ifficulties* 
Jones22 believes that
In a ll problem cases in  the school* whether of discipline, 
of adjustment to the school or to the teacher* of choice 
of studies* of Choice of college o r occupation* case 
studies should be made as fa r  as possible#
XJnder the heading of Preparation and In-service Training
of Teachers and Counselors, i t  mss pointed out that an adequate
supply of informative lite ra tu re  should be available.to assist in  
guidance# I t  i s  important that such information be available not 
only to the teacher and counselor* but also to the pupil. A guidance
program can be most effective i f  the pupil can be taught to solve Me
problems with a minimum of direct guidance. The Tentative Manual 
for Guidance2* states that
All teachers agree that a real school should have an 
adequate library  and a sympathetic lib rarian  or library  
committee# * * * Educators have come to realise th at, 
since vocations and avocations ploy such a tremendous 
part in the life  o f an individual* the school should take
2%* Welty Xefever, Archie H* Turrell, Henry X# Weitzel* 
Principles and Techniques of Guidance. Ronald Press Co., KUT.i 
1941* p. 3 4 ~
£%oae*» op* eit# , p* 203#
24The Tentative Manual for Guidance, op. eit** p. 41,62.
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m  active part 1b wise direction along these lines* Sfcey 
mm- urging the teacher to arouse in terest and to give 
in telligent direction* XO assist in the guidance program 
a guidance section in every school library  is  eesentiel*
* * * irincipale, librarians, teachers, and children 
should e l l  fee l responsible fo r collecting materials for 
the guidance section of the library ,
tion&l understanding, that the child oust have an opportunity to  
gain knowledge about and in s i s t  Into the vocational world.
gras is  the ease with which the pupils adjust themselves to life  
a fte r leaving school# A primary tool of guidance is , therefore, 
a foXXowmp program to keep track of a l l  who- have le f t the school 
.and to determine whether the guidance program has benefited them* 
the information obtained w ill be invaluable fo r improving the 
guidance program* and fo r indicating the aeceasaxy revisions in the 
school curriculum and fac ilities*
Community Hesources Utilized
the manner in which a community enters into the guidance 
program is  evidence of the success or fa ilu re  of the program# The 
support of Individual citizens and of existing agencies is  a measure 
of the e ffo rt, rather than the funds expended on the program by the 
school*
An adequate guidance program w ill take fu ll advantage of
Hamrin end Erickson25 say that there is  a need fo r growth in vooa*
fhe most defin ite proof of success in  the guidance pro*
mour-of^obool agencies, many of which include child guidance among 
th e ir functions* in  ffce tentative Manual for guidance26 i t  in  
stated that
In practically every caramunity tim e w ill to found 
certain ciirie organizations which are w illing to ase1st 
the school In developing a pin gran of guidance* In 
fac t, many organizations have, as part of their set* 
up* a guidance committee which would welcome an oppor­
tunity to  function in a positive manner.
In order to assist the child In choosing an occupation 
or selecting an avocation* i t  i s  v ita l that the resu lts of surveys 
of the community be available* the federal, sta te  and local
and many civic organisations are possible sources of 
data* and mmh additional material can be obtained through surveys 
m®is by the- pupils in  the course of th e ir study ac tiv ities , directed 
by the teachers* the primary aim of the $i£&anee program should be 
to  ha lf children become aware of th e ir community and the benefits 
they can furnish It* as well as receive from it*
A sp ir it of cooperation between the school and the 
community Is essential* Xach of cooperation is  a strong indication 
that the guidance service is  not effective, for a satisfactory 
program w ill stimulate the in terest of many citizens who w ill be 
eager to share in  the program*
2%he tentative Manual fo r guidance, op. ait* , p* $*«
CH&PfSSI 1?
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In the preceding pages the data have been tabulated and the 
c rite ria  by which the guidance program* may be judged have been stated; 
in  the pages relieving an evaluation of the typical guidance program 
fo r the email, medium~siee& end large schools in the Virginia 
secondary school system is  undertaken*
the evaluation has been made on the e l d e s t  basis possible* 
I f , In each else group, over 00% of the schools reporting data 
practice adequately a given phase of guidance activ ity , the typical 
school in the group is  credited with satisfying the criterion  for 
the activity* fhs claim may be made that th is  is  m  over~sirapli~ 
flo a t ion, but i t  is  believed th at as a starting  point for future 
improvements m  redirection of Virginia guidance programs a basic 
picture la  needed* The data collected have been presented in  seme 
deta il so that anyone who desires may analyze the conditions pro* 
vailing and carry the evaluation further*
the major divisions of the evaluation are the five principal 
phases of the qualitative c rite ria  presented in Chapter IV* tinder 
each division a tabulation has been made, indicating by a “yes* or 
*no* whether the typical school of a given sine group satisfied  the 
criterion  stated. Following the tabulation is  a statement and a 
brief discussion of the reasons for evaluating the programs as 
indicated*
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I* Evaluation of the Attitude of the School Administration toward 
Guidance
Size of Schools 
Small Medim Large 
Criterion 68*149 ISO-549 350-Qver
1* The guidance program is  organized No Yos Yen
S* Teacher participation is  100% No No Yes
3* Time i s  provided fo r guidance Yes tee Yes
4» Materials are provided for guidance Yes Yes Yes
f tm  Table 1 i t  can he seen th a t over 30% of the large schools 
reporting have organized guidance programs, and therefore# I t  may he 
said that the typical large school satisfied  the criterion . The medium* 
sized schools represent e borderline case# hut since 65% have guidance 
committees# 60% provide time fo r guidance ac tiv itie s , 61% (from Table H I) 
have in-service training programs# 94$ (from Table IV) undertake group 
guidance# 98% (from Table XV) provide group guidance through regular 
classes# 77% (from Table V) provide counseling service# 92% (from Table V) 
provide individual counseling* and more than 00% offer practically a ll  
the services requiring some degree of organization, i t  is  believed that 
the typical medium-sized school sa tisfies  the criterion . The same 
conclusion could have been reached regarding the small schools# but since 
the percentages were very near 30% fo r many of the services Indicating 
organization# i t  m s believed that the data in Table X were more repre­
sentative of the true condition, in that only 29% have organized guidance 
programs.
Of the schools with organized guidance programs# a large 
majority have 100% teacher participation. Bowevcr# only the group of
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large schools report that mors than SO# of the to ta l number hairs 
100# participation. I t  may ho said, than* th at the typical large 
school sa tisfies  th is criterion, hat the others do not,
fable I  shows that &0% of the large schools and 60$ of the 
medium-sized schools proride time for guidance in  the dally schedule 
and* therefore* satisfy the criterion , The table indicates that only 
39# of the small schools proride guidance time, but fable IV shows 
that 94# of the small schools undertake group guidance, and of these 
78# hate homeroom programs and 88# hays assemblies, i t  has been
£
* assumed* therefore* that the typical small school also sa tisfies the
§
3 criterion and that time is  provided in the regular schedule fo r
35.u*
g guidance*
Sf-S?i I t  is  apparent from table I I I  that a large percentage of
the schools of a ll  sizes provide library  books on guidance and 
counseling and make yearly additions to  the library  of books on 
guidance, and, from Table VX that most schools have a file  of voca­
tional information available fo r us# by pupils and teachers# There 
seems to  be ample evidence th a t the typical Virginia school, regard­
less of size, measures up to the criterion  that m aterials should h# 
provided for guidance*
Superficially, i t  would appear that school administrations 
in Virginia arc favorably inclined toward guidance, fo r in the 
typical schools time end materials are furnished fo r guidance* 
fundamentally* however, the attitude mi^ht be questioned* for the
msmall and medium-oised schools do not have organized programs and 
100# teacher participation to any groat extent» and the conflicting 
data suggest that many school administrators in these schools are 
not aware of what constitutes an organized program* Further, in 
connection with the large schools which profess to have 100# teacher 
participation there is  evidence, as pointed out in the discussion 
of fable I I I , that the teacher participation in guidance Is  of a 
definitely subordinate nature.
mXX. Evaluation^ of Preparation and In-service Training of 
Teachers and Counselors
s i m  of schools 
Steal! Medium Large
Criterion ________________6a«149 150-349 s w w
1# All teachers hare had a haste
course in  guidance Ho He He
£* An in-eervic© training program
fo r teachers i s  provided fee Tea fee
&* M aterials fo r the study of
guidance are available Yos Yes Yes
I t  can be seen from Table XX that of the to ta l number of 
teachers in the typical schools the percentage who hare had a basic 
course in guidance is  disappointingly aaall. On the basis of the 
data i t  cannot be said that any group measure* up to the standard 
that a ll  teachers bars had basic training in guidance. I t  is  
encouraging to  note, however, that a t least one teacher in each typical 
school is  so trained, which suggests that either the teacher colleges 
of the school administrations recognise the trend toward preparation 
for guidance.
The data of Table t i l  show that a ll of the typical school* 
satisfy  the criterion  that in-service training fo r teachers must be 
provided in the guidance program* A significant portion of the 
teachers in the typical schools participate in  the in-service tra in ­
ing program, which indicates recognition by the school administration
mof the need for trained workers In guidance.
I&at materials are available for the study of guidance 
la  apparent from Itabl© III , for more than 85$ of a l l  schools pro­
vide library  books on guidance and counseling end more than 65$ 
snake yearly additions of books on guidance to th e ir libraries*
On the whole i t  may be said that in the past Virginia 
secondary schools have not stressed preparation fo r guidance as 
an important requisite in teacher qualifications* tu t that a 
movement of substantial proportions is  underway to correct the de­
ficiency. Sven though the c rite ria  ere not completely satisfied  
in respect to teacher training i t  seems Justifiable* in view of the 
in-service training program* end material available for study of 
guidance, to say that the schools are working toward a satisfactory 
goal*
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XII* Evaluation o f Organization o f the Program
Size of Schools 
aaall Mediiaa large 
Criterion 68-149 150-549 350-0var
X# Adequate homeroom programs
are provided NO No No
group guidance through pupil
ac tiv ities is  furnished fee Yes Yes
Individual guidance ie
available Tee Tee Yes
Table HT show© that moat of the high schools In Virginia 
have homeroom programs* hut since the majority offer less than IS 
minutes per day for the program* i t  is  apparent that the homeroom 
is  only nominally a guidance activ ity , fo r in most schools a large 
part of the limited time mould he required for routine administrative 
ac tiv itie s . While the typical schools provide homerooms, i t  is  
doubtful that the programs are adequate enough to  satisfy  the 
criterion.
That group guidance through pupil ac tiv itie s  is  a popular 
practice can be readily seen from the data in  Table IV# Without 
hesitation i t  may be said that Virginia high schools meet the c ri­
terion for th is  phase of guidance, in so fa r as organizational 
provision Is concerned*
I t  K ill be noted from Table V that a large number of 
schools provide individual guidance, that most offer counseling 
service and furnish time for counseling in the regular day, that
the majority of the schools of a ll  sizes have special guidance fo r 
prospective college students* and that they use guidance date ill 
advising on course selection* On the other hand, the typical small 
school doe* not reduce the normal teaching load fo r counseling, and 
many of the small and medium-sized schools isee Table IX) do not 
have teachers with basic training in  counseling# in genera l* el l  
sizes of schools satisfy  the criterion that individual guidance 
must be available* although the smaller schools could make consider­
able improvement in th e ir programs by using trained personnel and 
permitting counselors to concentrate more on guidance activities#
The data indicate that the secondary schools in Virginia 
have organized their programs to furnish both group and individual 
guidance to  the pupils and* on the whole, meet the criterion for 
organization of the guidance programs# As has been noted in 
connection with other criteria* where the schools f a il  to meet the 
standards, there i s  evidence that a t least a superficial attempt 
has been made to practice a given guidance activity*
i f
If* Evaluation of th e  Tools o f Guidance
Bim  of aohools
. . . ee~u9 , .,... a so ^ ts r
I* Objective toots and inven­
to ries *«► used for guidance Ho Ho ISO
2* Provision Is made fo r the 
systematic collection of 
data os the individual
pupils fee fee fee
3. Vocational information is  
available fo r pupil end
te a s e r  use fee fee fee
4* Case studies are made with 
the aid of trained
personnel Tee fee fee
5. Information about pupils is
used for curriculum revision fee fee fee
6* Provision is  made to follow-*
up a ll who leave school No No Ho
In the discussion of Table I f  f i t  has been pointed out that 
relatively  few schools In Virginia make use of in terest inventories* 
personal adjustment and aptitude tests* Since these, rather than the 
intelligence and achievement tests  used by most schools, are of 
primary importance to guidance, i t  does .not seem th at the secondary 
schools meet the criterion that objective te sts  and inventories mm 
used for guidance*
Table VX shows that e ll of the typical schools collect 
personal date in  addition to th at required for the sta te  record fom 
and make us# of anecdotal records. I t  may* therefore, be said that 
the second criterion  above is  satisfied*
That the schools meet the criterion th at vocational 
information is  available for teacher and pupil us# is  indicated by
mIfcble VI m& substantiated by fable IT, which shows that special 
guidance i t  pwM eS fa r prospective college students. However the 
data suggest that the Intvmti& m  ie  mainly academic, fo r very few 
schools have a placement service, a means of obtaining and using 
up-to-date vocational information in  a practical manner.
the data of fable VI show that over 50$ of the schools of 
a ll  *i«e* have v isiting  te a s e rs  available and that a majority of 
the schools use professional advice in  making case studias.
411 of the typical schools use part records for re  vising 
the curriculum. I t  i s  obvious that th is  phase of guidance Is  one 
which would logically develop with the educational system oven be­
fore organised guidance was recognized as a function of education* 
fhe data in fable VI wight be questioned on the grounds that a ll 
schools satet use the sort of data Indicated in revising th e ir 
curriculume, and yet, fo r example, only 43$ of the small schools 
claim to use data dealing with pupil progress fo r th is  purpose*
In any event, i t  would seen that the typical schools satisfy  the 
criterion in one way or another.
Although the typical medium-sized and large schools follow- 
up th sir students, the data of fable VI clearly Show that, from the 
standpoint of guidance, the follow-up programs are extremely limited 
in their scope, fo r the percentages of schools following the 
ac tiv itie s  of drop-outs are <^uite low* I t  is  believed that the
mavailable information would not ju stify  assuming that the typical 
schools of any sisse satisfy  the criterion  that provision la  mad# to 
fellcw*ttp a ll  who leave school.
fa general* i t  may be said that Virginia &1& schools are 
making use of guidance tools* moil improvement could be made in 
the diversification of testing  methods and in  using more compre­
hensive and intensive fcllow-up programs. I t  is  apparent that the 
most modem methods have not yet gained wide acceptance, a fact 
which may he attributed to the innate conservatism of educators, 
there are indications of a trend toward the use of the newer tech­
niques* which might he accelerated by a campaign to point out th e ir 
advantages and di sad vantages as developed where they have been 
applied.
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V» Evaluation o f community w m m m m  u tiliz e d
.... . . Size of Schools
sn a il" ' 'Medium.. large ’
criterion  m ~im  im n m  s s n w
X* is  raadd of civic organizations, 
local industry, and public agencies
in guidance work HO res
Community surveys and occupational
l is ts  are u tilized  fo r guidance Bo 98 HO
The school and oomaunity are
cooperating in  guidance BO Ho res
In the discussion of Xfcble TO i t  was pointed out that the 
typical mMX and medium-si zed schools are making slight use of 
local citric orgaaiaatioas, industry and the various public agencies. 
Only the large schools can he said 'to satisfy  the f ir s t  criterion 
listed  above, ant th is  conclusion Is substantiated to scans eactenb 
by the fact that ?S$ (see fable %l of the large schools recognise 
improved relationships with homo ant community as a result of th e ir 
guidance programs*
fhe data of fable TOX show that fm  of the schools are 
aware or making use of any specific form of community survey, whether 
of population, of community resources, or of occupational informa­
tion, few have diversified occupation programs, or placement 
services, keep l i s ts  of occupational opportunities available, or 
revise end keep up to date such l i s ts  when available. Table XX 
indicates further that few schools are making any off orb to obtain 
such Information through pupil surveys of the oomunity. I t  is
aapparent that the typical schools, regardless of size, fo il 
to  satisfy  the criterion th at cosmuaity surreys and occupational 
l i s ts  are u tilized  for guidance,
From the foregoing evaluation of the u tilisa tio n  of 
community resources, i t  follows logically that the typical email 
and medium-sized schools are not cooperating to  any great extent 
with the 1& guidance worfc# In the case of the large
school there Is  evidence that local organizations and Industry are 
used to  some degree and that public agencies are used to  a consider* 
able extent In guidance worh {see Table TO)$ th at local doctors 
and social workers ere consulted in case wozfc (sec Table ¥1); that 
courses in  adult education are furnished for the benefit of the 
community (see Table TO I)| and that surveys of community resources 
are made by the pupils in connection with civic and geography courses, 
On the other hand, the typical largo school does not have m place­
ment service (see Table tXS)» a diversified occupations program 
(see Table F ill) , nor l i s ts  of occupational opportunities (see 
Table T O ) , which are a l l  services to the community as well as the 
pupils# I t  would seem that, to  some extent a t least, there ie 
cooperation between the typical large school end the community, 
although there is  considerable room for improvement.
Considering Virginia secondary schools as a whole, i t  
is  apparent that the typical, schools are not satisfactorily
utilizing  community resources fo r guidance* Basically, i t  scorns 
that the schools do sot recognize what the community can offer for 
guidance work, now how the school can become an integral part of 
community life#  I t  m f  be conjectured th a t the fa ilu re  to  use 
community resources is  the resu lt of the idea, fomterly prevalent 
among laymen and educators, that the process of education was 
something apart from the ordinary matters of life*  That th is  idea 
is  being discarded is  indicated by the trend among the larger 
schools, possibly aided by strong civic organizations, toward 
community activities*
dSAHEH VI
m m tm m s
la  the course a t examining the data and evaluating the 
guidance programs of Virginia secondary schools, the w riter reached 
a number of conclusion* regarding the present statu* of guidance in  
Virginia and possible means fo r improvement which he offers below 
for consideration* I t  w ill be recognized that soma of the improve** 
meats suggested are already being carried out* but the w riter 
believes that a complete statement of desirable changes as indicated 
by present guidance programs may help to stimulate and broaden the 
present plans.
The evaluation indicates that guidance as practiced in 
Virginia high schools can be materially improved, and that step* 
are being takes to do so. I t  le  apparent that many Virginia 
educators appreciate the value of guidance and accept i t  as a fuse* 
tion of the educational system *
There is  definite evidence that guidance programs tend to  
improve as enrollment increases* The largo schools offer the 
broadest programs, possibly due to  the fact th a t they can command 
better equipment, better-trained sta ffs, and better cooperation 
from highly organised and active civic organisations* Ihe trend 
seems to  be consistent with that elsewhere in  the United sta tes,
S3
mfo r Waiter a* Monroe nates in  ffc© Encyclopedia of Educational 
research* that
the general bread (of guidance) at the secondary level 
i s  clear* la  large h i#  schools there is  some sort of 
formal organization* hut there i s  considerable variation 
in the guidance services provided* In medium s ite  
schools there may not be formal organization but some 
service i t  provided* In email h i#  schools the propor­
tion  offering guidance service i s  increasing.
I t  mar be noted that the medium-sized schools in  Virginia offer 
a higher degree of guidance than indicated in the quotation, the 
existence of the trend suggests that considerable improvement in 
the guidance services offered might be made by consolidating the 
smaller schools.
Paradoxically, although the school administrations seem 
to recognize the mine of guidance and to be making efforts to 
provide i t ,  one of the greatest improvements affecting guidance 
could bs made is  the attitude of the school administrators* In the 
discussion of the data and in the evaluation i t  has boon noted that 
some guidance ac tiv itie s  bars been practiced in rather a superficial 
maimer. Insufficient time is  allowed for homeroom programs* and the 
normal teaching load is  frequently not reduced for teachers who 
participate in counseling work end special guidance ac tiv itie s , 
fhets appears to be some confusion on the part of administrator a as 
to  what constitutes an organized guidance program, Failure to
^3^cyci^paSla of Educational Research. Walter S. Monroe, Editor,
She Macmillan Co* H. Y.f 1941, p. 60O-5S1.
mu tilize  oeammiiy resources may be directly attributed to the school 
principal, who should # em  as liaison person in enlisting em m m ttf 
aid in guidance. I t  would m m  desirable that information should 
be supplied to the school administration suggesting the minimum 
amount of time which should he devoted to guidance* defining the 
function o f the administration in guidance, and suggesting specific 
means for ov^m izim  the prosent sta ff, and enlisting community 
assistance fo r guidance.
In the matter of teacher preparation fo r guidance i t  is  
obvious that the in-service train ing programs and the present re­
quirements of teachers colleges should ensure a future supply of 
teachers trained in  guidance. I t  is  possible that some special 
inducement to Increase teacher participation in in-service training 
programs might be desirable, and should be provided.
In the small and medium-sized schools there is  a definite 
place for more teachers with training In counseling.* fha counseling 
services which have been set up In Virginia and which are being 
expanded to give greater coverage of the state are a p artia l answer 
to the problem, but i t  is  almost necessary that a t least one teacher 
in each school be trained in  counseling, ffc© so lu tio n  may lie  In 
making the work more attractive , financially or otherwise.
fhe objective testing  pro grams now generally In use are 
Inadequate fo r guidance. As pointed out in the discussion of 
fable IV, modem te s ts  would probably be more widely accepted fo r
mguidance work i f  Information were disseminated on ike advantage#, 
sad disadvantages of sueh test#  os determined from actual applica­
tion#*
mors Is an unfortunate tendency among the school# to pay 
more attention to prospect!*# college students than to the average 
student; to the graduates rather than to  the drop-out#* This 
attitude Is undoubtedly a holdover from the days when every high 
school student was being prepared fo r college and the school 
curriculum was geared to meet the college standard rather than to 
prepare the pupil fo r successful living and social responsibility*
I t  is  to he hoped th at the expanding guidance programs w ill help 
to eradicate th is  undemocratic situation*
One of the weakest point# in present guidance program* 1# 
the relationship between the school and the community* Since the 
high school# are no longer purely college preparatory school#, they 
should make a greater effo rt to assess the needs of the community 
and to satisfy  community requirements. Since the pupils are to  
become e ititan s they should be in telligen tly  prepared for the role 
by becoming acquainted with the benefits they may claim and the 
duties they must assume* The school must become a port of the 
community in every respect, rather than an ivory tower from which 
pupils emerge to be battered into feeble submission by the bewilder­
ing re a litie s  of everyday life*  I t  would be desirable for a study 
to be made of the proper relation of schools to the community in
6?
gttSdttBB* matters, and specific plans made to bring the two together. 
Such a study ami plan could furnish a ha sis fo r the schools to  
improve th e ir u tiliza tion  of mmsmiW  rasauroea fo r guidance 
world.*'
la  the course of th is  study the w riter has been im«* 
grossed by the candor and objectivity of the school administrators 
who responded to the questionnaire* Some of the data presented 
would seeni to reflect unfavorably on the administrators and yet 
was not withhold* *fhe fact th at the data are quits consistent 
on m m  phase# of guidance and Inconsistent on others indicates 
that the response# have not been "doctored* to any great extent*
In the date of fteble X i t  w ill be noted that most administrator a 
recognize desirable outcomes from th e ir guidance programs, yet 
e few recognize undesirable outcomes, end some frankly admit no 
evident outcomes* fhe attitude of the principals toward the 
questionnaire suggests that In many oases the school administrators 
are anxious to improve guidance practice, but that many factors 
have hold the programs back*
la  reflecting back on the study, the w riter feels that 
guidance has definitely  taken i ts  place in the educational phil­
osophy of our high schools* I t  is  neither exceptional nor poor.
I t  toes, however, ham a good foundation and the high school admin* 
is tra to rs  .should build upon th is  basis through redirection o r 
Improvement of the present fac ilities*
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f t  is  the intention of the w riter to  atafee another laore 
comprehensive study of guidance practice in Virginia High schools 
a t a In ter date, in  the future study m  analysis w ill he made to 
determine the growth that the w riter expects as a result of th is  
study.
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Box 1074
W illiamsburg, 7a. 
November 14, 1946
Dear Mr
Enclosed you w il l  f in d  a questionnaire  th a t has been drawn up to  
ob tain  inform ation on the  High School guidance programs in  V irg in ia . I  
am w ritin g  a survey of the  guidance programs of a l l  th e  acc red ited  high 
schools in  V irg in ia  and am attem pting to  evaluate  them in  terms of an 
adequate guidance program, as a p a r t i a l  fu lf il lm e n t of the requirem ents 
fo r  a M asters of A rts degree*
This survey i s  being made fo r  two reasons: (1) To ob tain  inform ation 
fo r th is  study (2) To provide inform ation th a t might be used by the  
high school p r in c ip a l in  h is  own program in  a n tic ip a tio n  of meeting the 
a c c re d ita tio n  .standards to  be se t up fo r  1949.
I t  i s  re a liz e d  th a t you have a number of these questionnaires 
coming in to  your school and i t  does take time to  f i l l  them o u t. This 
questionnaire  i s  simply arranged and can be“answered by'checks or simple 
statem ents th a t  w il l  not take too much tim e. T h e re fo re , 'i t  i s  requested 
th a t  you read  i t  over, f i l l  i t  out as soon as convenient, and re tu rn  i t  
to  me by December 15. 1946. A stamped and addressed envelope i s  enclosed 
fo r  your re p ly . I f  you f e e l  th a t  you can’not answer th is  questionnaire , 
p lease re tu rn  i t  in  the envelope provided.
For your inform ation , the  m ate ria l w ill  be used as fo llow s!
(1) No comparison of one school with another w il l  be 
made.
(2) The r e s u l ts  of study w il l  be made av a ilab le  to  you 
upon re q u e s t.
(3) The study w il l  not be successfu l un less you re tu rn  
your questionnaire  complete.
I  wish to  thank you in  advance fo r  the considera tion  th a t  ydu 
extend in  f i l l i n g  out th i s  q u estio n n a ire . With kind reg a rd s , I  am*
S incere ly  yours,
Roderick J .  B ritto n
ft
COWlONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA 
State Board of Education 
Richmond 16
flovember 18, 19-46
TO: High School Principals
PROM: Fred 0, Wygal, Director of Guidance and Adult Education
SUBJECT: Questionnaire on Guidance Practices in the High Schools
I am writing th is le tte r and having i t  sent to you along with 
the enclosed questionnaire because of my personal in terest in the 
study of guidance in Virginia high schools that is  being made by 
Mr* R, J . Britton. The movement for better guidance in the high 
schools of Virginia has been under way for several years and i t  
is  appropriate that there should be a thorough and objective study 
made of the extent and nature of the guidance practices being car­
ried on in the high schools.
The questionnaire is  being sent to a ll accredited high schools 
Instead of a selected group as is  the usual practice and, as a con­
sequence, the resu lts should provide a true record of the extent 
and nature of present practices. Mr. Britton has stated that he 
w ill make the resu lts of his study available to any person in Vir­
ginia who desires to use them. My office w ill make use of the 
resu lts in planning next steps for the continued development of 
work in th is fie ld .
I sincerely hope that every high school in Virginia w ill re­
turn th is questionnaire to Mr. Britton.
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QUESTIONNAIRE ON GUIDANCE PROGRAM
N o _____________ D a te __________
E n ro llm e n t________ N o, of Teachers
I ATTITUDE OF THE SCHOOL TOWARD 
GUIDANCE
1. Do you have an organized guidance program?
Yes No Provide guidance but not specifically 
organized
2. What percentage of your teachers participate in this 
program?
3. Do you have a guidance committee? Yes No
4. Check any of the following who are included in the 
membership of the guidance committee:
(a) Principal (b) Director of Instruction
(c) Director of Guidance (d) Counselors
(e) Classroom teachers (f) Students
(g) Patrons
5. How much time in minutes per week, on the average, 
does the guidance committee meet during the school 
year?
6. Is there a specific appropriation of funds to assist in 
the development of a guidance program in your 
school?
Yes No How much per pupil per year?
7. How many minutes per day are provided in the daily 
schedule for guidance activities by teachers and 
pupils?
minutes no schedule provision.
II. PREPARATION AND IN-SERVICE TRAINING 
OF TEACHERS AND COUNSELORS
1. How many people serve as counselors in your 
school?
How many of the counselors have had specilized train­
ing in counseling techniques?
On the average, how much experience in counseling 
have they had?
None 1-2 years 3 years or more
2. Do you have for all teachers an in-service training 
program in guidance, such as, organized faculty dis­
cussion or extension courses?
Yes No
How much time is devoted to this program per calen­
dar month?
How many teachers are participating in this program?
3. How many teachers in your school have had a basic 
course in guidance?
In counseling?
4. Do you bring in persons competent in guidance to 
assist in teacher training in guidance? Yes No
5. Do you have in your library books dealing with gui­
dance and counseling? Yes No
Do you make yearly purchases of guidance and coun­
seling material for teachers? Yes No
HI. ORGANIZATION
1. Is there a home room program in your school? 
Yes No What time does it come in the school 
day?
(a) Before classes (b) After lunch (c) Be­
fore lunch (d) At close of school day 
(e) Length in minutes of this period (f) How
many pupils on the average are accommodated per 
home room during this period?
2. Do teachers utilize regular classes as opportunities 
and means of guidance? Yes No
3. Is guidance data used in advising pupils in their 
selection of courses? Yes No>
4. Do you offer a course in guidance (vocational and 
personal) for your high school pupils? Yes No 
In what year of high school work is it offered?
What credit is given to this course?
5. Is time provided during regular school day when a 
pupil may receive individual counseling? Yes No
6. How many teachers carry less than normal load of 
teaching in order that they may do counseling?
7. How many non-teaching hours per week does each 
teacher have?
8. Do you provide special guidance for students who 
expect to enter college?
Yes No
9. Indicate which of the following activities are available 
in your school and check the appropriate space to 
show what you consider its value in group guidance:
Great Some Slight
Activities Available value value value
a. Career days ........................................
b. Field trips ........................................
c. Assemblies ........................................
d. Student’ government ........................................
e. Student publications ......... ..............................
f. Athletics.......................................................
g. Plays ........................................
h. Dances..........................................................
i. Parties ........................................
j. Clubs ........................................
k. Fraternities andSororities ........................................
IV. TOOLS OF GUIDANCE USED
1. Check below the types of tests used in your guidance 
program, the year of high school in which it is used, 
and an estimate of the value of each test to your 
guidance program:
Great Some Slight 
Used Year value value value
Intelligence .....................................
Achievement .....................................
General Interest Inventory....................................
Vocational InterestInventory....................................................
Personal Adjustment ....................................
Aptitude .....................................
2. Is provision made in your record system for the accu­
mulation of guidance data, other than that accumu­
lated on the state record form?
Yes No
1
3. Are there included in the cumulative record, ancedotal 
records made by your teachers? Yes No
4. Do you have in your library a file of vocational infor­
mation for pupil and teachers use? Yes No
5. In making case studies of pupils in your guidance 
program, do you secure information on the individual 
from the following people?
Available Yes No
Local School Nurse ............................
Local Doctors ............................
Psychologists ............................
Social Workers..................................................
6. Are the services of a visiting teacher available to you?
Yes No
How much time per week does she give to your 
school?
7. Are your guidance records confidential and available 
to teaching personnel for professional use only?
Yes No
8. Does your school have a placement service?
Yes No
9. Do you have a continuing follow-up program for your
Yes No
Graduating students ...............
Drop-outs ..............
College entrants ...............
10. Does your school utilize its past records in revising 
the curriculum in light of:
Yes No
Data dealing with pupil interest........................
Data dealing with drop-outs.............................
Data dealing with pupil progress ...............
Data dealing with expansion of school plant
V. COMMUNITY RESOURCES UTILIZED
1. Which of the following surveys have been made in 
your community?
Surveys Yes No Date made By what agency
Population ...............................................
Resources ...............................................
Occupational  ...........................................
2. Is the information provided by these surveys used in 
your guidance program? Yes No
3. Do civic organizations, local business and industry,
in your community contribute to the development of
your guidance program in any of the following ways:
Diagnostic or remedial health clinics 
Yes No What group
Speakers for Assemblies
Yes No What group
Placement of Graduates
Yes No What group
Supplying Occupational Information 
Yes No What grpup
Supplying Follow-Up Information on Graduates 
Yes No What group
Sponsoring Programs in Athletics 
Yes No What group
Sponsoring Programs in Assemblies 
Yes No What group
Pupil interviews with representatives of particular 
Occupations
Yes No What group
4. Do you have a Diversified Occupations program in 
your School? Yes No
5. Do you have regularly scheduled classes for adults 
and out-of-school youth in your community?
Yes No
6. By whom are these classes taught?
Teachers Laymen Occupational Specialist
7. Is a list of the occupational opportunities which exist 
in the areas indicated below available for use in your 
guidance program?
Local Community State National
How often are these lists revised?
8. Check the agencies which you have used in the de­
velopment of your guidance program,
a. State Rehabilitation e. State ConsultationService Service
b. Local Public Health f. Local Public WelfareService Dept.
c. Red Cross g. Community RecreationalFacilities
d. State Dept ofEducation h. Others
9. Do you provide in your curriculum for a study of 
community resources by students? Yes No 
Check the methods used for the study.
a. In a specific unit of work on community resources
b. In a separate course in conservation
c. In courses, such as civics or geography
d. As it may arise in connection with any course or other study
VI. RECOGNIZED OUTCOMES:
Check the outcomes listed below, which you think have
resulted from your guidance program.
( ) 1. Increased retention oif pupils in school and return 
of those who have withdrawn.
( ) 2. Better cooperation of staff members in the gui­
dance program.
( ) 3. Better formulation by pupils of educational and 
vocational plans and programs.
( ) 4. Students better informed on problems of living.
( ) 5. Greater understanding of occupational problems 
and opportunities.
( ) 6. More effective and appropriate placement of 
students in occupations.
( ) 7. More effective planning for college.
( ) 8. Improved social adjustment.
( ) 9. Improved understanding of pupils’ problems on 
the part of the teacher.
( ) 10. Improved relationships with home and com­
munity.
( ) 11. Greater assumption of responsibility by the pupil 
for solving his own problem.
( ) 12. Improved attitude toward education.
( ) 13. Expenditure of time and money found excessive 
in terms of outcomes.
( ) 14. Tendency toward easy solution in terms of guid­
ance cliches.
( ) 15. Misuse of personnel records by untrained or par­
tially-trained individuals.
VII. COMMENTS.
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3CHOOL3 S I T S  KNBOIXitSNT OF 68 -  149 PARTICIPATtHQ IS
•MIS 3TODT, HUH TSACHSRS AND HOTDL-TSAfifflB RATIOS
wan* of school Enrollment
30. Of 
Teaohers Ratio
1. Albemarle Training 139 3 88
8. Amherst County Training 100 4 83
3. Aston 181 7 17
4* Achillas 141 8 IS
5. A. T. Wright 188 6 80
4. Auburn 140 7 80
7. Bloson 73 84
8* Boonsboro 63 13
9. Barryrilla 188 6 21
10. Boys* Agricultural 91 6 15
11. Booker 7. Washington 88 4 88
18. B attlefield Park 81 6 14
13. Botetourt 148 7 21
14. Brenterille D istrict 111 6 19
13* Browasburg 88 IS
16. Booker T. Washington 111 7 16
17. ^Witttaotesgue 147 6 23
IS. Career 99 6 17
18. ChurohriUe 184 8 16
80. Gralgsrille 187 6 81
81. Council 106 3 81
28. 0. 7. Smith 87 6 IS
23. Cumberland Training 14S 7 21
84. Glower 103 6 IS
83. Capo Charles 99 6 17
26. CaXlan&s 109 3 14
87. Callao SO 6 13
88. Chatham 130 16
88. Cleweland 186 7 IS
30. Courtland 180 7 17
31. Cople 67 6 11
38. Carter G. Woodson 99 80
33. Drydoa 93 7 14
34. Douglass 145 7 21
33. Disputants 77 7 11
36. Dsnts Cant m l 144 6 84
37. Dungannon 107 7 15
38. Damascus 149 8 19
39. Effinger 183 6 81
40. FtshsrswlUe 136 10 14
41. Franklin County Training 89 3 18
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SCHOOL WITH m m w m m  OF 68 -  149 PARTICIPATING IH 
this smyr, mm tsachsbs amp Fopn^momi ratios continued
No. Of
Hobo of Softool Enrollment Teachera Ratio
41. Fleetwood 116 7 17
43. Fairfield 145 3 18
44. Fairview 145 4 36
48* Greenwood 108 4 87
46* Glade H ill 83 5 17
4?* Gloucester County Training 132 7 19
48* Heathsville 96 6 16
49. Hilton in 4 23
60* US 6 19
SI. Xyanftoe 122 4 31
58* King W illiaa County Training 106 5 2153. Keokee U7 6 20
54* Keealetown 92 6 15
55* Lively 79 6 13
56* Lovettaville U6 7 17
57. LaCroaae m 5 17
58. Ltgfttfoot 132 5 26
59. Lylburn Downing 93 3 19
60. Linville-Sdom 135 7 19
61* Meriwether Louie 101 5 20
65* liiddlebrook 30 5 16
65. Mount Sidney 104 7 15
64* innate 101 6 17
65. Midway 105 3 15
66. Monterey 69 3 14
67* Middletown 67 5 18
68. Middlesex County Training 146 7 21
69* Meadows ofi*  aa %w*e sjsjes 132 6 22
70. MeGaheyaville 104 7 15
n . leant Clinton 94 7 13
72. Warwick County 105 7 15
75* Max Meadows 145 5 29
74. Naiiaeaond County Training 80 4 20
75* Hew Kent 72 6 18
76. Hew Kant County Training 124 3 25
77. JWW wTSBe 146 3 18
78* Paiksley 101 3 20
79. Pleasant H ill 84 3 U
80. Poeahontaa 104 6 17
81. Quantioo Pest School 84 3 U
82. Ridgeway 127 6 21
83* Roekfiah Talley 92 3 18
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SCHOOLS WITH m m L W m  OF 88 -  14® PAHTICIPAT1HG W
Teas s r o ,  with m a m s ahd popn-mcHgR hatios continued
m . of
Kama of School Kar&llnant 'ffcaehara Katie
88* Ranaa 145 8 IS
85. Hlohnond County Training 100 5 80
06. Ry* Corn Sanerini 104 4 88
87. ScottsriUe 139 m
88. Surmysida-McXannay 89 8 11
89. Spanear-Pnnn f l 8 15
90. S. C* Atman 138 28
i l . StnammU 148 3 IS
98* Saluda 118 7 18
93* Syringa 39 7 13
94. Spring Gardaa 123 8 15
95. spnrryrilln m f It
96. Stafford 114 7 18
97. Snirp 108 7 18
98. TurfcnYille 91 IS
99. Timfcerrilla f t 8 18
100. UnionYilla 113 4 88
101. Watson 128 8 21
108. Wlsdnor 108 3 14
103. Want Point 139 f 15
104. Waraan 130 15
105. Warorly 38 8 11
108* To** County Training 90 5 IS
107. Aldia 189 f 18
109. Hurlay _____g£ 5 17
Total 11,73®
Arara^ a aaahar of iaaafcara 8
ratio 18
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schools with m m o m m w r of iso-349 pahticipatibo m
THIS STODT, WITH TEACHERS AHD PUPIL-mCME RATIOS
Hfett* of School Enrollment
So. of 
Teachers Ratio
I* Atlantic 193 9 19
2. Aaherot 149 9 19
3. Appoaatox 301 10 30
4. A* T* Johnson 158 4 mS. BaTorly Manor 331 12 83
4. Bedford 251 14 IS9. Bedford County Training 800 9 22
8. Bland 183 9 20
9. 220 18 IS
10* l^ aicingh^ M CttlXftl 293 14 ISU. Botida^iK County T nisiag 190 9 29
12. Brookville 880 13 22
13* Baaaett 383 U 30
14* Slaefcetena 213 18 Id
IS* Brosrille 226 9 23
16. Bridgewater 190 10 19
19* Centra1 198 9 22
18* Central 811 3 86
19* Cwftpbell County Training 290 11 26
80* Caroline 220 11 80
21. Culpeper 311 18 19
22. Culpeper 199 3 84
83* Cumberland 144 10 19
84* C. H. Friend 139 10 16
85. Cheek 138 4 26
88* Central 198 3 82
89. Chase City 801 13 15
28- ClarksTille 151 3 19
89* Christiansburg Industrial lust * 235 15 16
30* Chuokatuok 158 9 82
31. Creee 191 18 14
32* Career 8 09 9 23
33* Chilhcwie 829 10 23
34* Clifton Forgo 891 14 19
33* D« Weha&er Sans 313 9 33
34. Dieteenson Memorial 383 13 83
39. Dinwiddle 138 9 28
38. Dinwiddle County Training 381 13 23
39. Deep Creek 193 12 19
40. Draper 199 3 2841. Dayton 819 10 22
48* 2agle Hoc* 138 9 19
mSCHOOLS WITH SJfRQLMSHT OF 150*349 PARTICIPATE** W
m i s  sTuprytwiTH T U tr m m  m >  FCT>iL~mcHfa ratios continued
Nftfi* O f S o fto o l yanan 1 % easMjeMbSSIOiJLBQn
m ,  of 
Teaohera Batl
43* Srriaton 1 9 3 9 81
4 4 . BlktBB 1 9 5 11 18
4 3 . Minbarg m o 1 0 81
4 6 . Fincaatle 1 9 5 1 0 80
4 7 . Fieldal* 8 1 5 8 87
4 8 . Floyd 8 4 5 1 8 80
4 9 . Pluvaasa 1 8 8 1 3 1 4
5 0 . Fraaklia 1 9 5 1 1 1 8
5 1 . Falmouth 8 7 6 1 3 81
5 2 . Greenavilla 3 4 5 1 4 8 5
5 3 . OooahlasA 1 9 8 U 18
5 4 . Great Bridge * Hiokory 859 :7 3 7
5 5 . Grahaa 3 4 7 1 4 26
5 6 . Gretna 8 6 0 1 0 86
8 7 . Glade spring 1 8 1 18 1 8
58* Hayai 8 3 7 U 8 8
59* Hanover County Training 808 9 83
6 0 . Henry Clay 22 5 11 20
6 1 . Herndon 861 15 17
68* Hardin Reynolds Manorial 1 7 4 9 19
6 3 . Honalcer 3 1 3 1 8 86
6 4 . Harrisonburg 339 17 80
6 5 . Jefferson 817 1 8 m
66* JonasTllia 201 11 18
6 7 . I t f f a n n 258 18 88
6 8 . Jaokaon Manorial 2 3 5 8 89
69* K i m  George 18 0 9 80
7 0 . Kilmarnock 1 6 8 8 8 0
7 1 . Kenbridge 1 5 6 1 2 13
7 8 . L a m n o a v iU o 3 8 7 1 6 80
7 3 , Leeafeurg 871 U 25
74* Lincoln 212 1 8 13
7 5 . Louisa County 8 3 4 1 6 81
76* Loulea County Training 1 9 0 6 38
7 7 . Lunenburg County Training 3 4 3 1 4 23
7 8 . Lovlngstoa 1 7 6 8 88
7 9 . Lexington 8 5 4 1 3 80
8 0 . Lebanon 311 1 3 84
8 1 . Molatiro 191 5 33
8 8 , Madison Heights 303 1 4 22
84
schools w ith am oixwra? of 1 5 0 -5 4 9  pab ticipauho  id
TOIS 5TODT, SITU T8ACH8R3 AND HJPIL-mCHSH RATIOS Contlnu«4
HO. Of
Kan* of School Snrollaent Teachers Ratio
as. Marshall 234 12 20
84* Madison 262 13 80
85. Mathews 252 14 18
88* Morrison 171 5 34
87. Meadowrtew 220 9 24
88. Matthew Whaley 252 15 17
89. Now Hopo 202 10 20
90. North River 205 11 19
91. Hew London Aeadeay 164 10 16
98* Harrows 264 12 82
93* Natural Bridge 217 12 18
94* Nottoway County training 244 10 84
98. Onaneoek 173 9 19
96. Osbourn 290 15 19
97. orange 205 13 16
98. Pearlaburg 805 10 21
99* Pembroke 155 8 19
100. Pennington 313 15 21
101. Poriloek 298 14 21
102. Providence 273 U 25
103. Pittsylvania County Training 316 9 35
104. Princess Anna County Training 269 8 34
105. Pocahontas 839 9 27
106. Poquoson 307 13 24
107. Parker-Gray 267 16 17
103. Parry MeCluer 195 9 22
109. Peabody 297 12 25
110. Ruthville 163 6 27
111. Rich Valley 236 U 21
112* Stuarts Draft 209 9 23
113. Smithfleld 181 12 15
114. Stephans City 883 9 25
US. St. Charles 252 12 21
116. shawavllle 171 8 21
117. Shenandoah 189 8 24
US. Stuart 207 11 19
119. Shoemaker 296 14 21
120. Straaburg 272 U 23
mmmmm mm wmmmm or iso -349  ijM o im m is  m
m s  study, wrm mmmm m& WPiL^mmmn ra tio s ooatim*&
m . of
Hose of Sofaool 5tt*oXla»»t foa^iovo Ratio
m . Saltvlllo 2 X 3 10 2 1
l i t * Southampton County Training 2 5 4 f 5 5
w . St, BaoX i n 9 5 4
1 5 4 . Tappathannock 1 5 5 9 2 5
1 5 6 * Temple H ill 2 2 9 1 0 5 5
m . Union 3 2 0 i s m
1 5 9 . Y a X X o g r 2 X 5 9 5 4
l a s . Yolena 2 4 0 x o 2 4
1 5 1 * Virginia Randolph 2 6 9 1 5 1 0
I S O * Viotoria 5 4 0 14 1 9
m . Woodlawn 2 2 4 X X 2 0
1 3 5 , la sm loa 1 9 5 15 14
1 3 3 . t o x u m U 51
1 3 4 . foot KM m 5 35
1 3 5 . fh ltaall 590 1 1 56
X S 6 * Wooiotook 2 1 2 1 0 51
i t r . W a X X a o o 1 9 6 5 55
1 3 8 . William King 2 2 9 1 0 55
1 3 9 . vi** 8 1 0 10 31
Total 3 2 , 1 3 7
Avarago numbar of taachara X X
Papil«*t#aohor ratio 2 2
mschools with m m m m m  mm mo M s n o x H O M i  m
THIS STUDY, WITH mCHIRS A W  IW IL-m CHfH KATI08
He* o f
Name of Se8e©l Enrollment Teaohera Batts
I* Alexander Park 472 23 19
2, Andrew Loots 1373 32 2d
S. Appalachia 488 IS 87
4* AXMstreng 1433 48 30
§• Blacksburg 83© 19 28
d. Broad Creek Village 404 18 34
?* Booker f* Washington is s d 34 m
8* Covington 348 22 85
9. Chrlotiansburg 365 13 26
10* QtoffdiUflg 462 19 24
U* Cradsek 313 30 17
12. Coebara 382 13 m
13. Dunbar 471 20 24
Id. la st Suffolk 338 9 39
13* 1* C* Class 1038 46 m
Id. Fairfax 777 39 20
I f . Cranky 764 23 33
18. Grundy 658 22 30
19* Georg* P* Phenix Training mo 20 86
20* Glen Allen 694 30 23
£1* Halifax County Training 675 17 40
22. Highland Springs 376 87 21
23* Henry County Training 484 14 38
84* Bsssptoxi 797 3d 22
25. Huntington mo m 86
2d. I* C* Norcoa 778 29 87
2f. Jefferson Senior 1498 67 m
28* Janes Monroe mo 20 18
89. John Marshall 1989 103 19
30* lan e *88 30 23
31. Laey Addison 713 32 22
32* Mount ▼arson 622 27 23
33. Marlon 370 87 21
3d. MartinsYllXe 439 19 23
35. Matthew Tfcatain© Massy 2036 90 23
3d* Maggie L* Walker 1224 48 21
S|HtS 93AaaMmfcj,aaw8t llaeMi■3T* HeWpOae 1235 65 19
38* Northampton County 393 13 30
39* Horvtev 837 39 82
40* Qesana 363 13 28
41. Pulaski 606 23 2d
42. Handolph-Keary 482 23 21
mm m orn  wish m m m m m  ovsa sso PAMfieiPATitio in 
m s  s to d y , w ith  m e a n *s s m  r a t i o s  c o n tin u e
no* o f
liana of sobooi M sm U m m t faaeliars Rati©
43. Rooky Mount 437 15 29
44. 447 21 51
42. Rafcart S. Lao 448 n 21
44, S t. Paul*a Polyteohnie 589 24 25
47# Sofeoolfiald 467 16 29
48. Spotsyltaoia 326 19 20
48* South Norfolk 480 22 22
80, Suffolk High Sohool 404 23 18
51. ThanQfl Dala 579 18 21
52. fasawall 627 21 a®
58. Thoaaa Jafferaon 1041 79 24
54. Virginia 448 40 16
@5, Waatiiagton»Lea 1501 53 28
54. flU lia  Syrd 626 25 25
57, Wiiliaa Honing mm 25 24
58. warran County 700 25 28
59, WythaYilla 383 19 20
60. Woodrow Wilson 1134 51 22
61. —“Ht'ufvarh *7«Jr»lwW#wi#4nP 386 19 20
42. I el* of Wight 448 20 32
feta l 45,571
Ararage number of taachers 27
Avaraga pupil~taaahar ratio 24
